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Triple-C Organizations Take Over Sacramento  
for Mega-conference Blowout! 
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Almost 150 presenters led some 1,200 community col-
lege faculty, administrators, Chancellor’s Office person-
nel, consultants, and sponsors in a series of  meetings, 
breakout sessions, table talk discussions, and panels. 
Among them were 140 attending the CCCCIO section. 
The five-day event was hosted by ASCCC, CCCAOE, 
CCCCIO, and CCCCSSAA. Among the issues discussed: 
the recommendations of  Task Force on Workforce, Job 
Creation, and a Strong Economy, incarcerated students, 
accreditation, funding, legislation, student pathways 
to both transfer and the workforce, faculty hiring and 
diversity. Your intrepid News & Views reporter was not 
able to cover all of  the sessions, but did manage to catch 
several. The Randy Lawson 411 Academy for New and 
Aspiring CIOs, a fixture for CIO conferences, ran from 
noon on Monday until Tuesday at 5:00 pm. Once again, 
Pam Deegan, Dona Boatright, and Eva Conrad led 
the sessions. Your hardworking Board members held 
their meeting Wednesday morning, prior to the opening 
luncheon. Kathy Booth, Senior Research Associate, 
WestEd, joined Ryan Fuller, CCCCO Researcher, in 
a session entitled CTE Data Unlocked: Data Tools for 
Measuring Student Success, Supporting Integrated Planning, 
and Managing Accreditation and Program 
Review. They followed later in the day 
with two breakout sessions: Data Tools 
for Examining Employment and Earnings 
Outcomes, and Data Tools to Support 
Accreditation Benchmarking. 

Douglas B. Houston, Chancellor, 
Yuba CCD, provided the opening 
welcome, and was followed by the 

keynote speaker, William Rankin, Director of  
Learning Apple, Inc., who presented a thoughtful and 
entertaining lecture about Multidimensional Learning: 
Unleashing Creativity through Content, Context, and 
Community, emphasizing the need to consider 
technology in the context of  “a multidimensional 
approach that ties content inextricably to meaningful 
contexts and collaborative communities.”

Apparently all 1,200 participants attended 
Wednesday’s reception, each of  us gradually raising 
our voices to compete with the other 1,199, balancing 
generous hors d’oeuvres on tiny plates and shouting 
to hear each other. The highlight from the CIO 
perspective was the presentation of  the Carter Doran 
Award to CCCCO Vice Chancellor Pam Walker. 
Walker was sufficiently overcome to require her posse 
to accompany her to the podium, at which point she 
expressed warm appreciation for their hard work. 

On Friday morning, Acting Chancellor Erik 
Skinner and Staff, along with CCCAOE President 
Joyce Johnson and CCCCIO President Irene 
Malmgren, provided the always-popular Chancellor’s 
Office Update, including Transitions and Q & A. 

mailto:ebuckley%40sonic.net?subject=
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Photos from the Conference

Lawson Academy Leaders Pam Deegan, Dona Boatright, and Eva Conrad 

Yuba CCD Chancellor Houston provides openng welcome Keynoter William Rankin “unleashes creativity”
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Julius Sokenu CCCAOE Pam Walker and her posse
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 CIO Pres Irene Malmgren with CCCAOE Pres Joyce Johnson
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Thursday morning Regional discussions
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Chancellor’s Office Update, featuring 
Erik Skinner et al

ASCCC President David Morse with 
CCCAOE President Joyce Johnson 
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Your hardworking Board members at work, including Vice-Chancellor Pam Walker
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Time for lunch

Unofficial Seminar on Accreditation
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Eleventh Recipient of the 
Carter Doran Award
Pam Walker:  
Not Over “the Hill!”

In 2014, Doran Award winner Pamela D. 
Walker stepped up to become Vice Chancellor 
for Educational Services at the California 
Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office and 
to facilitate the leadership for the divisions of  
Academic Affairs, Student Services, and Workforce 
and Economic Development. 

Dr. Walker is a highly regarded educational 
leader with experience as a faculty member and 
administrator in the K-12 system, multiple 
four-year university systems, and in the California 
Community Colleges. She came to the Chancellor’s 
Office from American River College after spending 
12 years in positions as the Dean of  Science 
and Allied Health, Associate Vice President for 
Instruction, Vice President for Student Services and 
interim President. At Cerritos College, she was the Dean of  
Health, Physical Education, Recreation, Athletics, and Dance 
and interim Dean of  Admissions and Records. She also held 
the position of  Associate Commissioner for the California 
Community College Athletic Association. Prior to her tenure in 
the California Community Colleges system, Walker worked at 
both public and private colleges and universities. 

Dr. Walker received her bachelor’s degree from Eastern 
Oregon State University in LaGrande, master’s degree from 
California State University, Sacramento, and doctoral degree 
in Organization and Leadership from the University of  San 
Francisco. As CIOs know, Walker is a tireless advocate for 
the benefit of  education, working throughout her career to 
develop programs of  distinction to better serve students. She 
is passionate about mentoring the next generation of  leaders 
and has taught graduate classes and served on numerous 
dissertation committees. 

Pam is also the landscaper of  “the Hill,” her backyard acre 
of  plants, trees, and structures in Auburn.

(continued on next page)
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N&V: Congratulations on becoming our eleventh 
Carter Doran Award winner!
PW: Thank you! It was a wonderful tribute and I will 
never forget it.

N&V: What prompted you to take on the job of   
Vice Chancellor for Educational Services at the 
Chancellor’s Office? 
PW: Honestly, it was to have one more opportunity to 
work for and with Brice Harris. And I wasn’t actually 
sure what I was getting myself  into, but I had some 
perspective from Morgan Lynn and Barry Russell who 
both worked for Jack Scott at the CCCCO and I thought 
I might be able to offer some perspective. 

N&V: What major changes have occurred in the CCC 
System over the last three years? 
PW: What hasn’t changed? We have several significant 
initiatives, including the Student Success Initiative, 
the Online Ed Initiative (OEI), the Institutional 
Effectiveness (IE) Initiative, and now the Workforce 
one. The resources for SSSP and Equity have been 
tremendous, and Basic Skills has found its way into 
a funding stream that should be helpful. We worked 
through legislation enabling us to offer BA degrees, 
beginning with 15 pilot colleges. The Task Force on 
Accreditation has encouraged meaningful change. 
Prison Education has been a real exciting challenge. 
And as if  that wasn’t enough to keep us busy, we 
decided to get to work on a new curriculum inventory 
system that will begin rolling out later this year. 

N&V: I know you have worked to make significant 
reforms to improve effectiveness in our various systems. 
What positive changes are you most proud of? 
PW: The work that took place with the Task Force on 
Accreditation stands out for me. Because of  that signif-
icant work by many good people we could really see 
some good change come about for accreditation of  our 
colleges. I am also particularly proud of  our collective 
efforts on the BA Pilot Programs and again this has 
the potential for a major educational impact for our 
colleges and the students we serve.

N&V: A great deal of  attention has been paid to 
improving workforce training and career and technical 
education in the last few years. If  you had a crystal ball, 
what predictions would you make about how students 
will learn and instructors will teach ten years from now? 
PW: There will probably be more online programs as 
each generation becomes much more technological. 
I believe we will continue to see more contextualized 
learning. But no matter how much we want to pro-
vide training for the workforce, we must also teach 
the whole student and so I think it’s critical for our 
colleges to continue to be comprehensive. I want to see 
social justice, cultural competence, and ethics being 
taught not just in a lecture classroom but also in an 
automotive bay or a nursing lab—the Canterbury 
Tales taught in a Basic Skills class. We must always 
remember to have some fun and innovate!

N&V: What do you do to stay in shape, physically  
and mentally? 
PW: I went from a 25 minute drive to an hour or more 
one way each day, and went from working 45–50 
hours a week to 60 or more, so my body, mind, and 
spirit have suffered, and for many of  you who know of  
my beloved hill—well it has suffered a little as well.

N&V: The job of  a CIO today seems much tougher 
than it was a decade ago. What advice would you  
give to today’s CIOs to help them stay healthy, sane, 
and effective? 
PW: I think we all must take charge of  our situations 
and find that right balance in work and life. We spend 
many hours at work and it can’t all be a grind. We 
have to laugh at ourselves and with others. We need to 
take time to break bread with our colleagues. 

N&V: Easier said than done?
PW: Well yes. But I would recommend that every 
CIO take the time to listen to a good faculty member 
teach and see the lights that go on in students’ eyes 
when they “get it!” I would make a point of  attending 
professional development workshops like the one that 
Pam and Dona are doing at Claremont this summer, 

(continued on next page)
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not just to learn Enrollment Management but also to 
have some time off  campus to talk and learn from each 
other. Effective is learning the job, but sane is finding 
time for a good laugh. As for healthy—well, I’m still 
struggling to figure that one out.

N&V: What was the last really good book you read? 
PW: Really, time to read?? Morgan reads and I get  
the “cliff  notes” on whatever she thinks I might be 
interested in.

N&V: Who are your heroes? 
PW: Both my Mom and Dad were heroes. Betty was 
strong-willed and persistent and Bud guided and 
taught me in a way that allowed me to follow my path 
without reservation. My eighth grade teacher Wilma 
Guillory was one of  a kind and had just the right tools 
to encourage a kid like me to learn. 

N&V: Who are your friends? 
PW: My best friend is my partner Morgan Lynn, who 
received the Carter Doran Award several years ago. 
She was called the Mother of  Instruction at Sierra 
College and rightfully so. I am an eclectic friend and 
have a wide, wonderful group of  colleagues who are 
also friends, plus family that I mostly call friends and 
individuals who have allowed me to remain in their 
lives (even when I get distracted with work) from as far 
back as high school in northeastern Oregon. 

N&V: Since we are in this world of  continuous 
assessment, what benchmarks do you use to measure 
your success? How are you doing? 
PW: Fortunately, I have been able to hire some very 
good people, and to mentor many more. And once in a 
while I am reminded that something we did together or 
a conversation we had made a difference in their lives, 
and in them I see my successes. I am so proud of  these 
good characters that have come into my life. 

(continued from previous page)
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Four Brave Souls Face Calumny of  Peers, 
Confess Ten Reasons to Retire 

We wish to thank the heroic women listed below (Where 
are the heroic men?) who volunteered to share your reasons 
to retire with your exhausted, fully employed colleagues. 
News & Views hereby awards to each of  you the 
uncoveted Heroine of  the Year award. 

LESLIE BUCKALEW, Columbia College

 10. No more ACCJC Reports!

 9. No more CurricUNET!

 8. Opportunity to get really fit!

 7. Spend more time with my family and friends!

 6. Travel, travel, and TRAVEL!

 5. Learn at least two new languages!

 4. Ride my horse every day!

 3. Engage with my non-profit Hope, Horses and Kids!

 2. Spend more time with God!

 1. Enjoy each day and live it to the fullest!

SHERRIE GUERRERO, Chaffey College

 10. No more hour-long commutes to work.

 9. No more getting up early. 

 8. No more phone calls where I respond with “They did WHAT?!” 

 7. No more contracts, no more unions:  (To faculty member: No, 
you cannot take vacation in the middle of  the semester—you 
don’t get vacation!)

 6. No more crazy student complaints.

 5. No more “reply-all” emails.

 4. No more worries about enrollment management or FTES.

 3. No more worries about budgets.

 2. No more wasted days in negotiations, arbitration, or meetings 
with attorneys.

 1. No more CurricUNET!!!!

(continued on next page)
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KINDE HARAGEWEN, San Bernardino  
Valley College

 10. Spend quality time with family

 9. Travel

 8. Rest and relaxation

 7. Connect with friends

 6. Pursue hobbies

 5. To be determined . . .  . . .  . . .  . . . 

KIMBERLEE MESSINA, Foothill College*

 10. The Sheraton Grand ain’t so grand, and the rubber chicken is really 
getting old . . . 

 9. The new faculty hires are still going through puberty . . . 

 8. The SSSP money and the categorical restorations 
have allowed the CSSOs to spend like drunken 
sailors, once again leaving CIOs to beg for dollars . . . 

 7. ADT, CID, IEPI, BSI, SEI, SSSP, SLO, AFT, CTA, 
WTF???

 6. Faculty with overloads are making more money 
than the CIOs . . . and still complaining . . . 

 5. Their retired CIO colleagues keep sending them 
iPhone photos of  African Safaris and European 
river cruises during yet another meeting in 
Sacramento . . . 

 4. Work life balance means making sure you don’t 
spill coffee on your laptop while you answer your 
1000 emails a day . . . 

 3. “Winter is coming” or “Look out! The (budget) sky 
is falling. . . . again.”

 2. They are tired of  training their new CEO every two years . . . 

  1.  Retirement means never having to look at another News & Views photo of  
myself  spilling shrimp and meatballs off  of  a tiny platter at the Dana.

*Special note: OK, we know--Kimberlee has not retired yet 
but she’s clearly looking forward to it, so we’ve allowed her 
contribution if  she files the appropriate petition. 

(continued from previous page)
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27th Fifteen Minutes  
of Fame Recipient 
VPI Consuming Passions: 
OCC and Major League 
Baseball Parks

Kevin Ballinger is the Vice President of  Instruction 
at Orange Coast College. He has a MS in Educational 
Administration and has taught in the Allied Health field, 
specifically in Neurodiagnostic Technology.

N&V: In a few sentences, tell the story of  how you 
came to be at Orange Coast and became its chief  
instructional officer. 
KB: I have been employed at OCC for over 30 years. 
My story starts at OCC as a student in 1975 after 
graduating from high school to take an allied health 
program. In my last week of  the program the professor 
was asking students where they were applying and 
what they saw themselves doing in the future. Just 
being sarcastic, I said, “I want your job someday!” 

N&V: Did you get her job?
KB: Not exactly. At the time I didn’t think she liked my 
response much, but she followed my career as a student 
and about the time I was eligible to teach under the 
regulations for occupational instruction, she called me 
up and offered me a part-time teaching assignment! 
After I taught for just one semester, she encouraged 
me to go back to school and when she retired in 1985, 
I applied and accepted a full-time teaching position in 
the Neurodiagnostic Technology program. I taught in 
the program at OCC for 11 years and then successfully 
applied for the Dean of  the Consumer & Health Sciences 
Division. I served in that position for 19 years before 
being appointed Vice President in January 2015.

N&V: What does a Neurodiagnostic Technologist do? 
KB: Funny question. For years this was the common 
question asked by my family, friends, and even col-
leagues when I told them what I do. Why couldn’t 

I have picked a simpler sounding job, like Vice 
President of  Instruction? (And now they still ask 
me what I do.) 

The primary exam a Neurodiagnostic 
Technologist performs is an electroencephalogram 
(EEG) or brain wave test. It is an exam that evalu-
ates the function of  the brain to diagnose disorders 
such as epilepsy, level of  coma, effects of  stroke, and 
others. The profession performs other exams, but 
this is the foundation medical test they perform.

N&V: What makes the college unique?
KB: Well, for one thing, OCC is the only 
California Community College that has a pro-
gram in Neurodiagnostic Technology! It also is 
well known for its successful transfer rate and we 
typically are in the top five in the State. 

Less well known is our success in CTE pro-
grams in 51 areas and with a Scorecard success 
rate of  completion in CTE second highest in the 
state. Also, we are very proud of  our success mea-
sures in basic skills as well in Remedial English 
(currently second highest in the state). Our 
Persistence rate is number one in the state.

(continued on next page)
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2016 Orange Coast College Student Success Scorecard Page 1

Student Information (2014-2015)

Students 28,376

GENDER RACE/ETHNICITY

Female 47.6% African American 1.7%

Male 51.7% American Indian/Alaska Native 0.2%

Unknown Gender 0.6% Asian 20.2%

AGE Filipino 1.5%

Under 20 years old 26.9% Hispanic 33.0%

20 to 24 years old 41.8% Pacific Islander 0.3%

25 to 39 years old 23.8% White 34.6%

40 or more years old 7.5% Two or More Races 4.3%

Unknown Age 0.0% Unknown Ethnicity 4.1%

Other Information (2014-2015)

Full-Time Equivalent Students 15,809.8

Credit Sections 4,510

Non-Credit Sections 13

Median Credit Section Size 28

Percentage of Full-Time Faculty 55.6%

Percentage of First-Generation
Students

N/A

Student Counseling Ratio 904:1

* Insufficient data

2016 Orange Coast College Student Success Scorecard
Orange Coast College (OCC), founded in 1948, is in Costa Mesa. The college opened its doors with an enrollment of 500 students. In the years since, it

has grown into one of the state’s largest community colleges. The college offers many academic and career programs, including one of the nation’s

largest and most acclaimed public nautical programs. Nearly half the students on campus are enrolled in one of OCCs career and technical programs.

OCC ranks first out of Orange County's nine community colleges in the number of students it transfers to the University of California and California

State University systems. Additionally, many Orange Coast students go on to transfer to private colleges and universities in California and across the

nation.

Student Success Scorecard 
Overview - 2016

OCC Trend
(prior year)

2015 to 2016

State Trend
(prior year)

2015 to 2016

OCC & State 
Comparison
2016 & Rank

Degree/Transfer Completion 5th

Persistence 1st

30+ Units 2nd

Remedial English 7th

Remedial Math 18th

ESL 14th

CTE Completion 2nd

(continued from previous page)

(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

N&V: What do you like most about your work at  
the college? 
KB: I love OCC and am so encouraged by our numer-
ous programs for student success and outreach. I can’t 
imagine myself  working anywhere else. This college 
gave me my start and foundation and I am humbled to 
be the VPI at a place I love so much!

N&V: What major planning initiatives will the college 
implement over the next three to five years or so?
KB: Orange Coast College has recently benefited from 
a local Bond measure (M) that will allow the college to 
complete its next phase of  facility master planning. On 
the heels of  our Measure C bond in 2002, and success-
ful State facility bond measures (Prop 1-D and others), 
the college will have spent approximately $1B on  
modernizing the campus between the years 2002–
2025. Just some of  these projects include:

New Facilities:

 . Fitness Complex (2005)

 . Arts Center (2002)

 . Library and Learning Resource Center (2008)

 . Frank Doyle Arts Pavilion (2010)

 . Allied Health, Biology, & Consumer Sciences 
Complex (2012)

 . Math, Business, & Computing Complex (2015)

Next 5 years

 . Planetarium (projected completion 2017)

 . Recycling Center (projected completion 2017)

 . Student Union and Culinary Arts/Hospitality 
Complex (projected completion 2018)

 . Aquatics Center and Kinesiology Complex 
(projected completion 2018)

 . Literature, Language, Social and Behavioral 
Sciences Complex (projected completion 2020)

N&V: Do you have personal information you would 
like to share—passions, hobbies, fabulous children, 
unlikely adventures, a pet python?
KB: My wife and I have been married for over 36 
years and we have one son. My son is a graduate of  
OCC and, for the last eighteen years, beginning when 
he was in elementary school, we have been on a mis-
sion to visit all of  the MLB stadiums. After this sum-
mer we will have only three more to go. . . . 

N&V: What a great adventure. Let us all know when 
you’ve seen them all.
KB: Will do. 

(continued on next page)
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Good Day to You ! !

Are you ready for Commencement Day? It’s almost 
here, accompanied by the endless list of  special 
celebrations and student recognitions. While they 
mean long days and short weekends for us, it is our 
time to be rejuvenated with the raw joy expressed by 
each successful student and the friends and family 
who surround them. The hard work each of  you does 
every day is reflected in the exuberant faces of  our 
students. If  you are like me, you will take time to let 
the celebrations wash over you and renew your spirit.

I want to begin by thanking all the CIO’s who have 
helped during my year as your President. Their collective 
wisdom, knowledge, patience, and humor contributed 
to the success of  our interactions with the Chancellor’s 
Office, the Consultation Counsel, multiple committees 
and task force assignments, and much, much more. 
The CIO’s are represented by a group of  outstanding 
individuals whose collective strength supports our colleges 
and our mission to provide excellence in all we do. Please 
join me in thanking the Executive Board, your regional 
representatives!!! And no year can end without a shout-
out to Claire, our guide and friend. She is simply amazing.

This year has been full of  expected challenges and 
surprising opportunities. The Strong Work Force 
Task Force yielded many recommendations, all 
intended to support CTE and maximize employment 
opportunities. Regions are finding new ways to 
collaborate together, create plans, and allocate funds. 
Much work still awaits! Craig Justice has been our 
champion and I thank him for his relentless dedication 
to this cause.

SACC, with Kathleen Rose sitting as co-chair, has 
addressed many frustrating issues directly, with the 
goal of  increasing the effectiveness of  the committee. 
As a result of  their efforts, approval of  stand alone 
courses has been returned to the local level, residency 
requirements for high school course articulation credit 
was clarified in Title 5. Finalization of  the Chancellor’s 
Office Curriculum Inventory remains on the front 
burner and getting the attention it deserves and 
approval of  Non-substantial Changes continues to be 
an annual process, based on timely certification.

Accreditation is never far from our consciousness.  
Two Accreditation Committees were created thanks to 
the Chancellor’s Office Task Force and both are active, 
one focused on working with ACCJC and the other dis-
cussing possible membership options with senior com-
missions. The CEO’s are leading these conversations and 
sending regular communications to the field. Watch for 
them, as our ALO responsibilities remain and our colleges 
continue to rely on us for guidance.

Finally, I want to say “thank you” to everyone who 
helped plan and facilitate the Joint Conference. It 
was a brave undertaking, providing opportunities for 
in-depth conversations, enriched by individuals with 
multiple perspectives in each conference room. But 
there were also challenges! We talk about addressing 
the needs of  diverse students, but we also learned about 
the needs—and demands—of  diverse community 
college practitioners. We learned a great deal from 
the experience and I hope you came away with a 
greater appreciation of  the work we are called upon to 
accomplish on our campuses. After a conference of  this 
breadth and magnitude, I hope you will all go home 
and blow up those ugly campus silos. . . .

May your year end with a grand finale.

Irene

Irene Malmgren, President, CCCCIO
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